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Reconstructing the multiphoton spatial wave function with coincidence wave-front sensing
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The quantum wave function of multiple particles provides additional information which is inaccessible to
detectors working alone. Here, we introduce the coincidence wave-front sensing (CWS) method to reconstruct
the phase of the multiphoton transverse spatial wave function. The spatially resolved coincidence photon
counting is involved. Numerical simulations of two-photon cases using the weak measurement wave-front sensor
are performed to test its correctness, and the phase information hidden in the correlation is revealed. Our work
provides a direct spatial way to characterize multipartite quantum systems and leads to fundamental studies like
experimental Bohmian mechanics and applications in quantum optical technologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As an essential part of quantum physics, the wave function
is a complex quantity whose phase information is relatively
difficult to measure. For photons, it may describe the trans-
verse spatial mode of light under certain conditions [1,2].
Direct and indirect measurements can be applied to de-
tect the single-photon wave function. Direct measurement
means it is obtained without special algorithms and often
involves the concept of weak value [3,4] which is retrieved
by either weak [2,5] or strong [6] measurements. Indirect
measurement methods are mainly wave-front sensing tech-
niques, including the celebrated Shack-Hartmann wave-front
sensor (SHWS) [7] and a weak measurement wave-front sen-
sor (WMWS) developed by our group [8–10], whose idea
originates from an experimental setup [11] to measure the
transverse Bohmian velocity [12,13] of photons. They are
indirect because the directly measured quantity is the phase
gradient of the wave function, and line integral algorithms are
required to reconstruct the phase distribution [14].

The joint wave function of n particles ψ (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
provides additional correlation information which is unde-
tectable when measuring only part of them. Photons entangled
in the polarization degree of freedom (DOF) are relatively
easier to measure jointly, such as using quantum state to-
mography with coincidence counting [15,16] or some direct
measurement methods [17,18]. There are also reports of
measurement of the biphoton temporal or spectral wave
function [19,20]. Here, we consider the spatial DOF, which
was discussed by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) in
1935 [21]. Photon pairs generated by spontaneous parametric
down-conversion (SPDC) [22] approximately have this form
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of state, where the positions of two particles are correlated and
their momenta are anticorrelated. The joint probability dis-
tribution measurement in the position and momentum bases
has been demonstrated [23,24], and this correlation has been
applied to ghost imaging [25]. As for the phase or whole
wave function measurement, previous works include modal
decomposition [26,27], diffraction [28], interference with a
reference beam [29], and phase-shifting holography using en-
tangled polarization DOF [30]. Modal decomposition requires
a basis like the Laguerre-Gaussian modes. In order to obtain a
detailed result, a high truncation number is required and the
state tomography is extremely complicated. Other methods
are all limited to a given form of correlation. Hence, methods
to retrieve the joint phase distribution from the position space
can be more promising.

In this work, we introduce the coincidence wave-front
sensing (CWS) method, which extends wave-front sensing
to multiple photons by putting a wave-front sensor on each
path, and show that the two-photon joint spatial wave function
can be reconstructed with cameras able to perform spatially
resolved coincidence counting. Then, for numerical simula-
tion, we generate photon count data using WMWS according
to two types of wave functions, and design an algorithm
to reconstruct the phase distribution, as the traditional zonal
and modal method [14] requires large matrix operations,
which is quite difficult for the four-dimensional (4D) func-
tion φ(x1, y1, x2, y2). Finally, we discuss the applications of
the CWS method and the coincidence counting technique
required for an experimental realization.

II. THEORY

In our proposed experimental setup as shown in Fig. 1, a
light source emits photon pairs at the pure state |ψ〉|H1〉|H2〉,
where H denotes horizontal polarization, and |ψ〉 is a simpli-
fied form for two-photon spatial state [31]. On each path is a
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FIG. 1. The scheme of the two-photon coincidence wave-front
sensing with the weak measurement wave-front sensor. The source
emits photon pairs with the state |ψ〉|H1〉|H2〉. A Fourier lens is used
on path 1 to project the light field into the momentum space, and a
4 f system is used on path 2 to image the field to the camera sensors.
The weak measurement wave-front sensor consists of a Savart plate
(SP), a quarter-wave plate (QWP), a beam displacer (BD), and a
camera capable of two-photon coincidence counting. This setup is
in principle extensible to n photons.

WMWS which consists of a Savart plate (SP, a combination
of two identical thin birefringent crystals which are rotated by
90◦ with respect to each other), a quarter-wave plate (QWP),
a beam displacer (BD, a thick birefringent crystal, e.g., cal-
cite), and a camera [10]. The distance between the camera
sensor and the source is d . A pair of Fourier lenses (whose
focal length f = d/4, forming a 4 f system) or one Fourier
lens ( f = d/2; photons on the path are projected into the
momentum space) is placed on each path. See the discussion
section for the choice of the two setups. In Fig. 1, one Fourier
lens is on path 1, and the 4 f system is on path 2. Considering
the diffraction, the transverse wave function we measure is
the photons propagated to the location of the camera sensor
when the SP, the QWP, and the BD are absent [9,11,32]. We
denote the spatial state after Fourier transformation (FT) and
inversion as |ψ̃〉, where

ψ̃ (r1, r2) =
∫

dr′
1ψ (r′

1,−r2) exp

(
−i

2π

λ f
r1 · r′

1

)
, (1)

f = d/2, and λ is the wavelength of light. The original wave
function can be calculated by inverse FT once we obtain
ψ̃ (r1, r2).

This method needs two measurement steps, which we re-
fer to as the kx and ky measurement. Letting ψ̃ (r1, r2) =
A(r1, r2) exp[iφ(r1, r2)], and the phase gradient of the jth
( j = 1, 2) photon k j (r1, r2) = ∇ jφ = (k jx, k jy), in the kx

measurement, the first crystal of the SP displaces diago-
nally (D) polarized light by l+ = (ex + ey)l , and the second
crystal displaces antidiagonally (A) polarized one by l− =
(−ex + ey)l , where ex, ey are unit vectors, l is a small quantity
for weak measurement. Then the k1x, k2x distribution will
be obtained. In the ky measurement, both SPs are rotated
counterclockwise by 90◦, and k1y, k2y are obtained. Defining
|D〉 = 1√

2
(|H〉 + |V 〉), |A〉 = 1√

2
(|H〉 − |V 〉), and the left (L)

and right (R) handed circular polarization |L〉 = 1√
2
(|H〉 +

i|V 〉), |R〉 = 1√
2
(|H〉 − i|V 〉), where V denotes the vertical

polarization, we use the kx measurement as an example. The

overall quantum state after the SPs becomes (unnormalized)

|ψ̃++〉|D1〉|D2〉 + |ψ̃+−〉|D1〉|A2〉
+ |ψ̃−+〉|A1〉|D2〉 + |ψ̃−−〉|A1〉|A2〉, (2)

where 〈r1, r2|ψ̃±1±2〉 = ψ̃ (r1 − l±1 , r2 − l±2 ) are the dis-
placed wave functions. (The “±i”, “∓i”, or “L

Ri” symbols with
the same subscript are all replaced by either its upper or lower
symbol.) Then the QWP and the BD separate the light fields
with L and R polarization. From coincidence counting, we
obtain the four joint intensity (or probability) distributions of
the two photons

IL
R1

L
R2

(r1, r2) ∝ |ψ̃±1±2 − ψ̃∓1∓2 + iψ̃±1∓2 + iψ̃∓1±2 |2. (3)

The conditional intensity distributions are calculated by

I1L
R
(r1|r2) = IL

RL(r1, r2) + IL
RR(r1, r2),

I2L
R
(r2|r1) = ILL

R
(r1, r2) + IRL

R
(r1, r2). (4)

Defining the similar A±1±2 , φ±1±2 notation, and taking the
first-order approximations (see Appendix A for more details),
we have

I jL
R
(r j |rother ) ∝ A2(r1 − ley, r2 − ley)

× {1 ∓ sin[2lk jx(r1 − ley, r2 − ley)]}, (5)

and thus

k jx(r1 − ley, r2 − ley) ≈ 1

2l
arcsin

I jR − I jL

I jR + I jL
. (6)

In the ky measurement, l+ is redefined as −(ex + ey)l , and the
formula is

k jy(r1 + lex, r2 + lex ) ≈ 1

2l
arcsin

I jL − I jR

IjL + I jR
. (7)

The phase gradient is related to the real part of the weak value
of photonic transverse momentum

k j (r1, r2) = 1

h̄
Re〈p̂ j〉w = 1

h̄
Re

〈r1, r2|p̂ j |ψ̃〉
〈r1, r2|ψ̃〉 , (8)

where h̄ is the reduced Planck constant. See Appendix B for
a derivation using the framework of weak measurement. As
we have all the partial derivatives of φ(r1, r2), it can now be
reconstructed from the line integral [14]

φ(r1, r2) =
∫ (r1,r2 )

(0,0)
k1(r′

1, r′
2) · dr′

1 + k2(r′
1, r′

2) · dr′
2, (9)

and the amplitude can be approximated using

A(r1 − ley, r2 − ley) ≈
√

I1L(r1|r2) + I1R(r1|r2) (10)

in the kx measurement. This scheme is, in principle, extensible
to n photons [33] (see Appendix C for more details).

If the WMWS detects each path individually, the phase
derivative we measure becomes the weak value when the
initial state is mixed, described by the reduced density oper-
ator [34], corresponding to the mutual coherence function in
classical optics [9,35,36]. The phase correlation information
is generally lost. Additionally, if the two photons have good
spatial correlation, the individual states are almost spatially
incoherent. When a phase is added on one path (for example,
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|ψ̃ ′〉 = exp[iφadd(r̂2)]|ψ̃〉), it is nearly undetectable only from
path 2. See Appendix D for more details.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

We developed a computer program for numerical simula-
tion [37]. Given the wave function ψ̃ (r1, r2), the theoretical
joint probability distributions from Eq. (3) are used for the
Monte Carlo method to generate a number of point pairs.
Then, k jx(r1, r2) and k jy(r1, r2) are calculated from the gen-
erated joint intensity distributions IL

R1
L
R2

(r1, r2).
We designed an algorithm (see Appendix E for details)

to reconstruct φ(r1, r2) in the continuous region within the
region of interest (ROI) where the total joint intensity dis-
tributions I1L + I1R in the kx and ky measurement are not
zero. Then, we set λ = 800 nm, f = 20 cm, l = 25 µm, the
camera pixel width Δ = 25 µm, and the ROI to be a square of
2.5 mm × 2.5 mm (100 × 100 pixels), and perform the simu-
lation for two cases.

A. The first case

The first case is that the positions of the two photons have
a good spatial correlation. The wave function has a Gaussian-
Schell model-like form,

ψ (r1, r2) = exp[−a(|r1|2 + |r2|2) − b|r1 − r2|2], (11)

where a characterizes the size of the light spot and b de-
termines the correlation strength. Photon pairs produced by
SPDC roughly (but not exactly [22]) have this form of spatial
state. When a = 0 and b → ∞, it becomes exactly the EPR
state [21]. Here a = 1 mm−2 and b = 1000 mm−2. Path 1 is
Fourier transformed and path 2 is added by a phase pattern
φadd as shown in Fig. 2(a) such that

ψ̃ (K1, r2) = e− |K1 |2+4ibK1 ·r2+4a(a+2b)|r2 |2
4(a+b) +iφadd(r2 ), (12)

where K1 = 2πr1/(λ f ) and the spatial inversion of
path 2 from the 4 f system is omitted. We use 109

photon pairs in each measurement, and slices of the
reconstructed and inverse Fourier transformed wave
function ψrec(r1, r2) = ψrec(x1, y1, x2, y2) are shown as
ψrec(x, y, x, y), ψrec(x, 0, y, 0), ψrec(0, x, 0, y), ψrec(x, y, 0, 0),
and ψrec(0, 0, x, y) in Figs. 2(d)–2(h). We also reconstructed
the single-photon wave function using the marginal intensity
distributions of paths 1 and 2, which are shown in Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c). The result of path 2 is faint compared with the CWS
result ψrec(x, y, x, y). We can observe the correlation of r1

and r2 from Figs. 2(e) and 2(f), and point-like conditional
intensity distribution from Figs. 2(g) and 2(h). After inverse
FT, the finite size of the ROI broadens the peak width in
Figs. 2(e)–2(h), and may cause the amplitude distribution to
deviate from the Gaussian shape.

B. The second case

The phase pattern added on one path is still faintly visible
by single path detection. However, for a general correlated
phase distribution, this attempt will fail. In the second case,
two phase patterns are added on the x and y coordinates
respectively. The patterns φx(x1, x2) and φy(y1, y2) are shown

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

0 π 2πPhase

0

1Amplitude
(arb. units)

(i)

FIG. 2. The two-photon wave function reconstruction result of
the first case of CWS numerical simulation (see text), where pho-
tons have a good correlation and a phase is added on path 2.
(a) The phase pattern. [(b), (c)] The marginal reconstruction of
paths 1 and 2 respectively. Slices of the reconstructed wave func-
tion: (d) ψrec(x, y, x, y). (e) ψrec(x, 0, y, 0). (f) ψrec(0, x, 0, y). (g)
ψrec(x, y, 0, 0). (h) ψrec(0, 0, x, y). (i) ψrec(x, y, x, y) without Fourier
transform of the original wave function. Panels (d)–(i) are normal-
ized individually.

in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) respectively. The wave function is

ψ (r1, r2) = exp{−a(|r1|2 + |r2|2) + i[φx(x1, x2)

+ φy(y1, y2)]}, (13)

where a = 2 mm−2. This time we do not perform FT (two
4 f systems on both paths) and the ROI width is 2 mm. After
data generation and processing, reconstructed phase profiles
ψrec(x, 0, y, 0) and ψrec(0, x, 0, y) are shown in Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d), where the patterns are revealed. The marginal re-
construction of paths 1 and 2 providing little information are

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f)

0 π 2πPhase

0

1Amplitude
(arb. units)

FIG. 3. The wave function reconstruction result of the second
case of CWS numerical simulation (see text), where two phase pat-
terns are added on (x1, x2) and (y1, y2) respectively of an uncorrelated
Gaussian state. [(a), (b)] The phase pattern φx (x1, x2) and φy(y1, y2).
[(c), (d)] Slices of the reconstructed wave function ψrec(x, 0, y, 0) and
ψrec(0, x, 0, y). The hue values are added by a constant to improve
the readability which does not affect the wave function. [(e), (f)] The
marginal reconstruction of paths 1 and 2.
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shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f). However, this state is difficult
to prepare experimentally, so the capability of CWS to detect
such a state can only be demonstrated by numerical simulation
at present.

IV. DISCUSSION

Nonclassical lights have advantages in both fundamen-
tal [22] and applied physics. With our proposed method, the
phase information hidden in the correlation can be measured
in a way of adaptive optics, leading to many applications
in continuous-variable quantum information processing [38],
including the aberration cancellation in free-space quantum
communication and experimental studies of biphoton prop-
agation [39,40]. For quantum simulation [41], the use of
multiphoton spatial mode facilitates the simulation of more
complex quantum systems, and this method can be employed
to measure the final state. Note that no multiphoton interfer-
ence is involved here, so the photons can be spatially separated
and detected with classical communication. Besides WMWS,
the SHWS lens array can be used, which provides a higher
efficiency, but the spatial resolution will be reduced [9,10].
We also expect some direct measurement schemes [2,5] of the
multiphoton spatial wave function to be developed some day.

The momentum weak value in Eq. (8) is also related to
the Bohmian velocity v j = Re〈p̂ j〉w/m [11,12], where the
mass of photon m = h/(cλ) (h = 2π h̄ and c is the speed of
light). In 2013, Braverman and Simon proposed the idea of
using a WMWS prototype at one path to study the nonlocality
of Bohmian mechanics [42]. In relevant experiments, one of
the photons is projected to a polarization state [43,44]. With
the CWS in our work, the Bohmian velocity of two photons
can be measured with the same setup, and more phenomena
like the bidirectional influence between the photons can be
experimentally explored in the future.

We should note that wave-front sensing is not a universal
method to measure the complex-valued wave function. For
example, when the wave function has zeros, the phase step
cannot be properly detected. For Laguerre-Gaussian beams
with a phase singularity, special algorithms are necessary [45].
Similarly, these applies to two-photon wave functions. Never-
theless, this method is, in principle, more general than some
existing ones [28,29].

As for choosing one Fourier lens or a 4 f system, when the
wave function has a high position correlation (the probability
distribution is almost restricted in a curve of the 4D space
whose thickness is comparable to or less than the displace-
ment length of the SP), the weak measurement condition is
destroyed. A reconstruction without FT (107 photon pairs for

each measurement) in the first case is shown in Fig. 2(i),
where the pattern is only faintly visible. FT is needed to
project photons on one path into the momentum space to
ensure the validity of weak measurement, and thus the phase
can be properly reconstructed. To further quantify whether
to perform FT, we consider the first case in the numerical
simulation with an arbitrary b, and calculate the conditional
probability distribution of photon 1 when photon 2 is at r2 = 0
from Eq. (11) or Eq. (12),

|ψ (r1|r2 = 0)|2 = exp[−2(a + b)|r1|2],

|ψ̃ (r1|r2 = 0)|2 = exp

[
− 2π2|r1|2

λ2 f 2(a + b)

]
. (14)

When λ and f take the values in Sec. III and a = 1 mm−2,
the widths of the two conditional probability distributions are
equal when b ≈ 19.6 mm−2, and the corresponding full width
at half maximum (FWHM) values are approximately 266 µm.
The weak measurement condition (the displacement induced
by the SP is 50 µm) is not severely violated. When b is greater
than this value, FT is recommended; otherwise we should use
the 4 f system.

As for experiments, the traditional time-consuming method
is by raster scanning the point detectors [23,25]. The use
of single-photon detector arrays is demonstrated [46], but
the spatial resolution is relatively low. Defienne et al. made
pioneering works on the joint probability distribution acquisi-
tion, by taking multiple frames using an electron-multiplying
charge-coupled device (EMCCD) [30,47–50]. However, its
signal-to-noise ratio hinders its practicality when the condi-
tional probability distribution is too wide [51], corresponding
to the two numerical simulation cases. Recently, it was shown
that a single-photon-sensitive time-stamping camera named
Tpx3Cam is able to perform spatially resolved coincidence
photon counting [52]. Our work shows the necessity to
develop more efficient photon-counting cameras for future
quantum optics and quantum communication technologies.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILS OF FIRST-ORDER APPROXIMATIONS

Without approximation, in the kx measurement, the conditional intensity distributions are

I1L(r1|r2) ∝ A2
++ + A2

+− + A2
−+ + A2

−− − 2[A++A−+ sin(φ−+ − φ++) + A+−A−− sin(φ−− − φ+−)],

I1R(r1|r2) ∝ A2
++ + A2

+− + A2
−+ + A2

−− + 2[A++A−+ sin(φ−+ − φ++) + A+−A−− sin(φ−− − φ+−)]. (A1)

Assuming the functions in a small region centered by point (r1, r2) can be approximated by, for example,

A(r1 + �r1, r2 + �r2) ≈ A(r1, r2) + ∇1A(r1, r2) · �r1 + ∇2A(r1, r2) · �r2 (A2)
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and l characterizing the displacement length of the Savart plate is a small quantity, we have φ−± − φ+± ≈ 2lk1x(r1 − ley, r2 −
ley) and

A2
++ + A2

+− + A2
−+ + A2

−− ≈ 4

(
A2 − 2A

∂A

∂y1
l − 2A

∂A

∂y2
l

)
≈ 4A(r1 − ley, r2 − ley)2,

A++A−+ + A+−A−− ≈ 2A(r1 − ley, r2 − ley)2, (A3)

where second-order small quantities have been omitted. So,

I1L(r1|r2) ∝ A(r1 − ley, r2 − ley)2{1 − sin[2lk1x(r1 − ley, r2 − ley)]},
I1R(r1|r2) ∝ A(r1 − ley, r2 − ley)2{1 + sin[2lk1x(r1 − ley, r2 − ley)]}. (A4)

APPENDIX B: A DERIVATION WITH WEAK MEASUREMENT

The derivation method does not necessarily involve the concept of weak value. Now we rearrange it under the framework of
weak measurement and weak value, since we named this wave-front sensor with “weak measurement.” The action of two Savart
plates (not rotated in kx measurement) is described by a unitary operator ÛSP acting on the initial state

ÛSP|ψ̃〉|H1〉|H2〉 = e−ip̂2·l−|A2〉〈A2|/h̄e−ip̂2·l+|D2〉〈D2|/h̄e−ip̂1·l−|A1〉〈A1|/h̄e−ip̂1·l+|D1〉〈D1|/h̄|ψ̃〉|H1〉|H2〉

= exp

[
− i

h̄
p̂1 · (l+|D1〉〈D1| + l−|A1〉〈A1|) − i

h̄
p̂2 · (l+|D2〉〈D2| + l−|A2〉〈A2|)

]
|ψ̃〉|H1〉|H2〉

= exp

[
− il

h̄

(
p̂1y|H1〉〈H1| + p̂1x|V1〉〈H1| + p̂2y|H2〉〈H2| + p̂2x|V2〉〈H2|

)]|ψ̃〉|H1〉|H2〉

≈ |ψ̃〉|H1〉|H2〉 − il

h̄

(
p̂1y|ψ̃〉|H1〉|H2〉 + p̂1x|ψ̃〉|V1〉|H2〉 + p̂2y|ψ̃〉|H1〉|H2〉 + p̂2x|ψ̃〉|H1〉|V2〉

)
, (B1)

where first-order approximations have been used from the start, and the terms in the exponent corresponding to the actions of
four individual birefringent crystals commute with each other. Then the state is postselected into given circular polarizations and
positions |r1, r2〉|LR1〉|LR2〉, that is,

〈r1, r2|
〈
L
R1

∣∣〈L
R2

∣∣ÛSP|ψ̃〉|H1〉|H2〉 ≈ 1

2

[
〈r1, r2|ψ̃〉 + l

h̄
〈r1, r2|(∓1 p̂1x ∓2 p̂2x )|ψ̃〉 − i

l

h̄
〈r1, r2|( p̂1y + p̂2y)|ψ̃〉

]

= 1

2
〈r1, r2|ψ̃〉

[
1 + l

h̄

(∓1〈p̂1x〉w ∓2 〈p̂2x〉w − i〈p̂1y + p̂2y〉w
)]

, (B2)

where the weak values 〈Â〉w = 〈r1, r2|Â|ψ̃〉/〈r1, r2|ψ̃〉. The real part of the momentum weak value Re〈p̂ jx〉w equals h̄k jx. The
four joint intensity distributions ILL, ILR, IRL, IRR are proportional to the probability of the projection

∣∣〈r1, r2|
〈
L
R1

∣∣〈L
R2

∣∣ÛSP|ψ̃〉|H1〉|H2〉
∣∣2 ≈ 1

4

∣∣〈r1, r2|ψ̃〉∣∣2
∣∣∣∣1 + l

h̄

(∓1〈p̂1x〉w ∓2 〈p̂2x〉w − i〈p̂1y + p̂2y〉w
)∣∣∣∣

2

≈ 1

4
|〈r1, r2|ψ̃〉|2

[
1 + 2l

h̄
(∓1 Re〈p̂1x〉w ∓2 Re〈p̂2x〉w)

]
. (B3)

So,

I1L
R

∝ 1

2
|〈r1, r2|ψ̃〉|2

(
1 ∓ 2l

h̄
Re〈p̂1x〉w

)
. (B4)

Now Eq. (B4) takes a similar form as Eq. (A4) except for the absence of the sine operation and the small position deviation,
which are reasonable from the first-order approximations.

APPENDIX C: GENERALIZATION TO n PHOTONS

In principle, the CWS scheme is extensible to the detection of the joint spatial wave function of n photons, provided the
coincidence counting is experimentally realizable, and certain Fourier transforms are needed when the position distribution is
highly correlated to ensure the weak measurement. Here we still use the clearer weak measurement approach. The initial state is
|ψ̃〉|H1〉|H2〉 · · · |Hn〉 = |ψ̃〉⊗n

j=1 |Hj〉, and the action of n Savart plates is described by (terms ending with 〈Vj | are omitted)

ÛSP = exp

⎡
⎣− il

h̄

n∑
j=0

(
p̂ jy|Hj〉 + p̂ jx|Vj〉

)〈Hj |
⎤
⎦. (C1)
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Acted by ÛSP and postselected by the positions and polarizations |r1, r2, . . . , rn〉
⊗n

j=1 |LR j〉, under first-order approximations,
the projection probability is∣∣∣∣∣∣〈r1, r2, . . . , rn|

n⊗
j=1

〈
L
R j

∣∣ÛSP|ψ̃〉
n⊗

k=1

|Hk〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

≈ 1

2n
|〈r1, r2, . . . , rn|ψ̃〉|2

⎡
⎣1 +

n∑
j=0

∓ j sin

(
2l

h̄
Re〈p̂ jx〉w

)⎤
⎦, (C2)

which we denote by IL
R1,

L
R2,...,

L
Rn

(r1, r2, . . . , rn). Note that the sine operation has been deliberately added. Letting I jL
R
(r j |rothers) be

the sum of all the intensities with the jth photon postselected to L or R polarization, we have

I jL
R
(r j |rothers) ≈ 1

2
|〈r1, r2, . . . , rn|ψ̃〉|2

[
1 ∓ sin

(
2l

h̄
Re〈p̂ jx〉w

)]
, (C3)

and then we can obtain k jx(r1, r2, . . . , rn). k jy is measured after rotating all the Savart plates by 90◦. With the phase gradient
∇ arg ψ̃ (r1, r2, . . . , rn), the wave function can be reconstructed.

APPENDIX D: DETECTION OF AN INDIVIDUAL PATH

With coincidence measurement, we can obtain the conditional intensity distribution of photon 1 given the postselected position
of photon 2, I1L(r1|r2) and I1R(r1|r2). If we do not use the information of photon 2, using Eq. (B4), the marginal intensity
distribution of photon 1 is the integral over r2,

I1L
R
(r1) =

∫
dr2I1L

R
(r1|r2) ∝

∫
dr2|〈r1, r2|ψ̃〉|2

(
1 ∓ 2l

h̄
Re

〈r1, r2| p̂1x|ψ̃〉
〈r1, r2|ψ̃〉

)

=
∫

dr2

(
〈r1, r2|ψ̃〉〈ψ̃ |r1, r2〉 ∓ 2l

h̄
Re〈r1, r2| p̂1x|ψ̃〉〈ψ̃ |r1, r2〉

)
= 〈r1| ˆ̃ρ1|r1〉

(
1 ∓ 2l

h̄
Re

〈r1| p̂1x ˆ̃ρ1|r1〉
〈r1| ˆ̃ρ1|r1〉

)
, (D1)

where ˆ̃ρ1 = Tr2 |ψ̃〉〈ψ̃ | = ∫
dr2〈r2|ψ̃〉〈ψ̃ |r2〉 is the reduced density operator, and the fraction in the bracket is the weak value

with a mixed initial state [34]. Similarly, with ρ̂2 = Tr1 |ψ̃〉〈ψ̃ | (the tilde symbol is omitted because the Fourier transform does
not act on photon 2), we have

I2L
R
(r2) = 〈r2|ρ̂2|r2〉

(
1 ∓ 2l

h̄
Re

〈r2| p̂2xρ̂2|r2〉
〈r2|ρ̂2|r2〉

)
. (D2)

If a pure-phase object φadd(r2) is added in path 2 and the state becomes |ψ̃ ′〉 = exp[iφadd(r̂2)]|ψ̃〉, we can easily verify
ˆ̃ρ ′

1 = ˆ̃ρ1. For path 2, ρ̂ ′
2 = exp[iφadd(r̂2)]ρ̂2 exp[−iφadd(r̂2)], 〈r2|ρ̂ ′

2|r2〉 = 〈r2|ρ̂2|r2〉 is real, and

〈r2| p̂2xρ̂
′
2|r2〉 = e−iφadd(r2 )〈r2| p̂2xeiφadd(r̂2 )ρ̂2|r2〉 = e−iφadd(r2 )

{
−ih̄

∂

∂x′
2

[
eiφadd(r′

2 )〈r′
2|ρ̂2|r2〉

]}∣∣∣∣
r′

2=r2

=
(

−ih̄
∂

∂x′
2

〈r′
2|ρ̂2|r2〉

)∣∣∣∣
r′

2=r2

+ h̄〈r2|ρ̂2|r2〉∂φadd(r2)

∂x2
= 〈r2| p̂2xρ̂2|r2〉 + h̄〈r2|ρ̂2|r2〉∂φadd(r2)

∂x2
. (D3)

So,

Re
〈r2| p̂2xρ̂

′
2|r2〉

〈r2|ρ̂ ′
2|r2〉 = Re

〈r2| p̂2xρ̂2|r2〉
〈r2|ρ̂2|r2〉 + h̄

∂φadd(r2)

∂x2
, (D4)

which means the difference in the value before and after phase addition can reconstruct the added phase distribution [9]. However,
this only applies when l is sufficiently small to ensure the weak measurement. In most cases, good correlation causes the reduced
density operator to have a sharp peak in the position space, i.e., 〈r2|ρ̂2|r′

2〉 ≈ 0 when |r2 − r′
2| ∼ l , and the measured k2 is almost

zero no matter what phase is added. We use the strict approach to illustrate this point for a single photon at the initial state
ρ̂|H〉〈H |. The action of the Savart plate is ÛSP = exp(−ip̂ · l−|A〉〈A|/h̄) exp(−ip̂ · l+|D〉〈D|/h̄), and we have

〈r|〈LR∣∣ÛSPρ̂|H〉〈H |Û †
SP|r〉

∣∣L
R

〉 = 1
4 (〈r − l+|ρ̂|r − l+〉 + 〈r − l−|ρ̂|r − l−〉 ∓ i〈r − l+|ρ̂|r − l−〉 ± i〈r − l−|ρ̂|r − l+〉). (D5)

If the last two terms are zero, the postselection probability is the same for L and R polarization, and kx = 0.
Now we use the wave function in Eq. (11) as a typical two-photon correlated wave function to calculate the reduced density

operator. After calculation,

〈r|ρ̂ab2|r′〉 ∝
∫

dr1ψab(r1, r)ψ∗
ab(r1, r′) ∝ exp

[
−2a(a + 2b)(|r′|2 + |r|2) + b2|r′ − r|2

2(a + b)

]
. (D6)

When a � b, the weak value can be correctly measured if l � 1/
√

b, and the added phase will be almost undetectable if
l >

√
2/b.
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APPENDIX E: PHASE RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM

The goal of the reconstruction algorithm is to realize the
line integral in Eq. (9), when the acquired k1, k2 distributions
contain errors, which will become significant if we directly
expand the phase values from an initial point sequentially. The
basic idea of the algorithm is as follows:

(1) Set the phase of the point with the maximum intensity
(named initial point) to be zero, and other points to be “un-
filled.”

(2) A queue is used in the algorithm. The initial point is
enqueued.

(3) Multiple computer threads attempt to dequeue a point
from the queue. If one thread finds the queue is empty, it
goes to step (5). Each thread checks how many unfilled points
neighbor the point. These points are filled in probabilistically;
that is, only part of them are filled and enqueued. If there exists
neighboring points left unfilled, the previously dequeued point
is enqueued again. If we denote a dequeued filled point as
(m1, n1, m2, n2) (m1, n1, m2, n2 are integers), the basic expan-
sion formulas are, for example,

φ(m1 − 1, n1, m2, n2) = φ(m1, n1, m2, n2)

− k1x(m1 − 1, n1, m2, n2)Δ,

φ(m1 + 1, n1, m2, n2) = φ(m1, n1, m2, n2)

+ k1x(m1, n1, m2, n2)Δ. (E1)

The probability of filling is smaller in regions where the
intensity is lower, as errors in kx, ky are larger in these
areas.

(4) The thread goes back to step (3).
(5) When all the threads report the queue is empty, one

reconstruction process is done. The phase distribution is
recorded. If not, the threads go back to step (3).

(6) To reduce the error, go back to step (1) and repeat
the process several times [25 times in the main numerical
simulations, and 50 times in Fig. 2(i)]. The average phase
value is calculated from the recorded phases, and is taken as
the final phase distribution.

(7) Finally, the wave function is calculated as ψrec =√
I1L + I1R exp(iφ). The inverse FT may be performed.
The source code of the numerical simulation program [37]

provides all the details of this algorithm. Note that the
numerical simulation above took up a computer memory
space of a few gigabytes. If the spatial resolution or the
number of photons n increases, the memory usage soar up
violently.
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